mathematics (Steffe & Thompson, 2000) , and the implementation of we l l -d e veloped teaching experiments enables mathematics educators to elicit evidence of students' mathematical learning and reasoning processes and to construct models that explain their responses and mathematical thinking.
Teaching experiments consist of re c o rding and analyzing a number of teaching episodes in which the analysis of the previous session(s) is used to guide the next teaching episode. During a teaching experiment, the mathematical reasoning of the students is the focus of the re s e a rc h e r's attention, just as it is in a clinical interv i ew. Howe ve r, this method differs fro m classical clinical interv i ews in that teaching sessions are organ i zed as learning situations (Steffe & D'Ambrosio, 1996) in which the students are encouraged to formulate and explain their reasoning. The process re q u i res that the re s e a rcher ask p robing questions to elicit information about students' mathematical reasoning. The nature of the process, from a teaching p e r s p e c t i ve, re q u i res the re s e a rcher to find ways of interacting with the students that will encourage them to modify their current thinking. Contrary to the situation in clinical interv i ew s , an acceptable outcome of the teaching experiment is for students to modify their thinking (Lesh & Kelly, 2000) .
Two 7th-grade students participated in this study. One student had qualified for and had been participating in gifted classes. The other student did not qualify for gifted placement and was in average-level classes. The activities were selected to a l l ow observation of ways in which the gifted and the ave r a g e student might differ from each other re g a rding the follow i n g characteristics: (1) the level of interest in studying mathematics, (2) the depth of their mathematical understanding, and (3) the pace at which they learn.
T h ree 70-minute sessions, which included mathematical tasks and interv i ews about problem-solving strategies, we re conducted with the participants. The first two sessions we re held a week apart, while the last session was conducted 2 months later. In the first two episodes, both students worked in a group setting, but the final session was conducted with each student individually. The author transcribed and analyzed all data taken in the three interv i ew sessions. He used an interpretive approach (Packer & Mergendoller, 1989) in the analysis, focusing on the details and meaning of the actions and utterances of the students, as well as those of the re s e a rcher in the study sessions.
The author extended the traditional use of the term analys i s in this study to include descriptions and interpre t a t i o n s (Wolcott, 1994) and to develop plausible re l a t i o n s h i p s ( Cre s well, 1998). The planned learning activities included p roblems that would re q u i re explicit mathematical re a s o n i n g by the students. Through a re s p o n s i ve and intuitive interaction during teaching periods, the results of the study revealed information about the students' abstract reasoning abilities. The major aim was to investigate how the two students' abstract reasoning abilities, as well as their attitudes toward mathematics, differed from one another in the context of posed mathematics problems.
The First Session
In the first teaching session, St e ven (the gifted student) and Tony (the average student) we re asked to find the sum of the interior angles of a pentagon. This question was asked without any indication of a particular method the students should f o l l ow, although they we re instructed to work individually. When it was necessary to encourage the students to modify their thinking, the interv i ewer posed questions intended only to guide them in finding a solution. For example, at one point, the i n t e rv i ewer suggested that the students determine the sum of the interior angles of a triangle; upon getting a correct answe r, the interv i ewer asked about the sum of the interior angles of a s q u a re. With the aim of helping the students develop re c u r s i ve mathematical reasoning, which is basically the ability to use previous results to derive the next result, why and what if q u e stions we re posed to help in the development of methods to fin d a solution. This approach led to pro d u c t i ve interactions and spontaneous contributions by both students, as well as evidence of the difference in their ability to think abstractly.
Tony:
Um . . . It [the sum of the measures of interior angles of a square is 360 degrees] is a rule, like the sum of the interior angles of a triangle is 180. I just knew that.
Steven:
( i n t e r rupting) A square can be divided into two triangles, and you know in each triangle the sum of interior angles is 180. So, the sum of interior angles of a square must be 360. Interviewer: What about the sum of the measures of the interior angles of a pentagon?
Be f o re coming up with the answe r, St e ven drew a pentagon and dissected it into three triangles without showing any sign of hesitation, whereas Tony was still thinking.
540 degrees. Interviewer: Is there any pattern?
Tony:
What do you mean?
At this point, the interv i ewer re a l i zed that, because To n y did not seem to be able to relate the information that had been d e veloped about a triangle's angles to the angles of a related figure (the square), he did not seem to have well-developed recursive reasoning.
Interviewer: Is there any relationship between the type of polygon and the sum of the measures of its interior angles?
Steven:
Yes! The sum of interior angles of a polygon is multiply 180 by the number you get when yo u subtract 2 from the number of sides of the polygon. I mean, subtracting 2 from the total number of sides of the polygon.
Steven's explanation is evidence of his recursive reasoning, relating the simpler result to a later and more complex pro blem, thereby enabling him to derive the correct result.
Tony:
Cool! For a triangle [3 -2] means 1 x 180 and for a pentagon [5 -2] means 3 x 180.
This teaching episode was designed to help students generate a hypothesis based on thoughtful rationale and prior o b s e rvations. The interv i ewe r's probing questions let the students take the lead in the discovery of a solution and were formulated to them develop competence in doing mathematics by enhancing their ability to transfer learning from one mathematical context to another. Until this point, the interv i ewe r had observed some differences between the two students' logical abstract reasoning abilities, exemplified by the discussion about the pattern St e ven observed in determining the sum of the angles of the pentagon. Howe ve r, St e ve n's next re m a rk indicated the magnitude of the gap.
Steven:
Ac t u a l l y, there is another way to come up with the same formula. Interviewer: What do you mean? St e ven drew another pentagon, put a point inside it, and d rew line segments from the point to each of the ve rtices of the pentagon, labeling each of the central angles: a, b, c, d, and e (see Figure 1) .
We get five triangles. Adding their [the triangles] interior angles is 5 x 180. That's 900. We need to subtract 360 from that.
Tony:
Why? Steven:
(He demonstrates using his drawing) We counted f i ve angles (angles a, b, c, d, and e). Those are n't the interior angles of the pentagon. These are .
(Steven points to the labeled angles in his sketch.) And a + b + c + d + e = 360. So, the sum of the interior angles of a pentagon is 540, just like we found before.
In contrast to St e ve n's enthusiasm, Tony was resistant to e x p ressing his ideas or giving reasons to support his work . While the interv i ewer was trying to ensure that the pro b l e msolving session did not degenerate into a guessing game, To n y tried to check St e ve n's conjecture for several polygons. The fact that Tony insisted on checking the formula for a square after he had already checked it for a rectangle re vealed a gap in To n y's knowledge of basic plane figures.
The Second Session
In the second teaching session, the students were asked to compare radicals. After they were asked to find which of these two numbers was gre a t e r, the sum of 10 + 17 or 5 3 , To n y's initial response was to ask to use his calculator. Du r i n g an ensuing conversation, which provided evidence of To n y's misconceptions of the mathematics invo l ved in radicals, the re s e a rcher re a l i zed that Tony did not understand the value of making educated guesses in problem solving. After students w o rked on the problem for 20 minutes, Tony was fru s t r a t e d and decided not to work on it any longer. While Tony was not persistent and did not feel confident about himself as a learner, St e ven continued to work on the problem, obviously finding the problem intrinsically interesting and enjoyable. Wi t h excitement, he declared the sum 10 + 17 of was greater. While Tony used his graphing calculator in his effort to find a solution and accepted the graphing calculator's output without any re s e rvation or further exploration, St e ve n's method for solving the problem was based on a geometrical analysis of the problem. St e ve n's approach came as a surprise because the i n t e rv i ewer had not expected to see either student solve the p roblem by implementing geometrical methods. St e ven was confident he had the right idea and stated his solution eloq u e n t l y, but he was not happy with his drawings and later spent almost 2 hours of his time in front of the computer to create the fig u re using Ge o m e t e r's Sketch Pad software (see Fi g u re 2).
St e ve n's approach to the problem not only demonstrated the fact he had above -a verage ability and creativity in mathematics, but also that he was able to use his mathematical know ledge with flexibility and creativity (Ervynck, 1991 ; Re n z u l l i , 1983). St e ven was persistent in solving a difficult and complex p roblem; in addition to this determination to find the solution, he was able to understand and apply mathematical ideas s w i f t l y, see mathematical patterns, think abstractly, transfer mathematical concepts to an unfamiliar situation, and use analytical, deductive, and inductive reasoning strategies both fle x ibly and cre a t i vely (Ervynck; Holton & Ga f f n e y, 1994; Mi l l e r, 1990). Access to technological tools provided inspiration and an independent learning environment for St e ven in his exploration of this complex and interesting problem.
The Third Session
In the last session, which was conducted 2 months after the second session, the students we re individually asked questions related to their perceptions of the nature of mathematics, mathematics learning, and the teaching experiment in which they had participated. To n y's negative attitude tow a rd doing mathematics was rooted in his perception of mathematics as a set of tricks for coming up with the right answe r, and he v i ewed his role as a memorizer of all kinds of tricks. He also expressed a negative attitude toward the teaching experiment. On the other hand, St e ven expressed a positive attitude t ow a rd the teaching experiment and mathematics in general. He re m e m b e red what questions had been asked 2 months b e f o re. Mo re ove r, he said he had continued to work on the p roblems during the week after the teaching experiment was conducted and had found a third method for finding the sum of the measures of the interior angles of a pentagon. After demonstrating his three different approaches to that pro b l e m (see Figure 3) , he asked if there might be another way to solve it. The interv i ewer demonstrated how ancient Ba bylonians and Greeks found solutions to such problems, re i n f o rcing St e ve n's awareness of the nature of mathematics, its role in society, and the importance of mathematics as an instrument of learning.
When the interv i ewer asked Tony and St e ven about what s o rt of animal could be used to describe mathematics, their responses re vealed that they also had ve ry different perc e ptions about the nature of mathematics. While To n y's re s p o n s e was "snake," St e ve n's response was the "chameleon." In the f o l l ow-up questions, it was re vealed that To n y's response was rooted in his fear and lack of self-confidence in doing mathematics, whereas St e ve n's response was rooted in his observation of abundant applications of mathematics in daily life.
Conclusions, Recommendations, and Pedagogical Implications
In the analysis of the data, it became apparent that each s t u d e n t' s feeling of self-efficacy was a strong predictor of his In private conversation, St e ve n viewed himself as a creator of mathematics, while Tony's image of mathematics was limited to its being the most difficult class in his schedule. During the problem-solving sessions, St e ve n a p p roached each problem confid e n t l y, solved the problems correctly, and successfully used recursive and explicit reasoning to construct generalizations and to develop mathematical conject u res. To n y, on the other hand, often seemed hesitant, and although he was able to find correct values for particular cases, he exhibited difficulty in constructing generalizations, did not use re c u r s i ve reasoning, and was unable to formulate mathematical conjectures. This may be due in part to his focus on finding an answe r, rather than trying to understand the essential mathematical processes and ideas that are invo l ved (or required) in problem solving.
Their different approaches might be viewed as an indication that Tony and St e ve n's thinking styles we re different in terms of global and local thinking, as well as their abilities of abstract thinking (Wilmot & Thornton, 1989) . St e ven was more creative in his ability to invent unexpected, original solutions and was able to see his results as useful and adaptive . This particular finding supports educational psychology studies linking creativity with the ability to make abstractions and generalizations in complex problem-solving situations (Fre n s c h & Sternberg, 1992; Sternberg, 1985) . Fu rt h e r m o re, the re s e a rch presents some evidence for allowing mathematically gifted students who have a we l l -d e veloped abstract re a s o n i n g ability to move to advanced mathematics classes (Kolitch & Brody, 1992; Steinberg, Sleeman, & Ktorza, 1990) .
St e ven showed high levels of task commitment and crea t i v i t y, and he was capable of learning more complex mathematical ideas than Tony was. In addition, St e ven was more adept at distinguishing between important and unimport a n t information in the problem-solving situations. He exhibited g reater facility in applying mathematical ideas quickly to unfamiliar problems. As a result of being able to see mathematical patterns, use multiple re p resentations, and think a b s t r a c t l y, St e ven was able to use analytical, deductive, and i n d u c t i ve reasoning to solve problems in flexible and cre a t i ve ways.
This teaching experiment suggests that gifted students may benefit from following a differentiated curriculum that provides greater depth, varied mathematics topics, authentic and open-ended problems, and an accelerated pace. The gifted student in this study differed from the average student in the foll owing abilities: ability to formulate mathematics pro b l e m s , flexibility and creativity in problem-solving strategies, flu e n c y in mathematical skills, originality in the construction of mathematical conjectures, the ability to use multiple re p re s e n t ations, and the ability to make formal generalizations for mathematical patterns.
Although teaching experiments in mathematics education, by definition, focus on the learning attributes and thought p rocesses of a limited number of students at a time, it is an approach that provides an in-depth look into some of the ways students perc e i ve mathematical problem-solving situations, h ow they think about possible methods of finding solutions, and how they use related concepts in formulating solutions. The findings of this study may not allow generalizations, but they do shed some light on why gifted students need to follow an enriched mathematics curriculum (Ga l l a g h e r, 1997; Westberg et al., 1993;  Wi n e b re n n e r, 1992) that can prov i d e exposure to mathematical ideas in a greater depth and breadth with richer and more varied instructional methods than are usually found in traditional mathematics curricula. Implications for further re s e a rch might include exploring the
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The Journal of Secondary Gifted Education Hekimoglu Figure 3 . Steven' s demonstration of his three different approaches possibility that the integration of more complex and authentic p roblems into existing mathematics curricula could also be considered as an avenue for enhancing gifted students' creativity and mathematical reasoning.
